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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3031970A1] A top loading drum (1) for laundry appliances having a substantially cylindrical lateral wall (2) that defines an internal volume
(3) of said drum, an opening (4) positioned on said lateral wall (2) for accessing said internal volume (3), and a closing device (5) for closing said
opening (4) and movable between a closed position and an open position; the closing device comprises a first, sliding, portion (6) which is slidingly
coupled to said lateral wall (2) and is slidingly movable on said lateral wall between said closed position and said open position; the closing device
further comprises a second, articulated, portion (7) which has a first end (71) with a first terminal hinged connection (81) on said lateral wall (2)
and a second end (72) with a second terminal hinged connection (82) on said first, sliding, portion (6), said second, articulated, portion (7) having
a plurality of segments (91, 92, 93) and being provided with at least one intermediate hinged connection (83, 84, 85) between two subsequent
segments of said plurality of segments (91, 92, 93).
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